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a lonely road outside of Athens, he can hear the chopper and the automatic gunfire sounds of the smoke it is hauling. In the chopper, Agent Fisher sees two men - Niko (Neil Robert Drummond) a man he wants to eliminate, and another man he
wants to protect - Agent Haley (Tony Monserez). Sam regroups with Nash, Nash uses his computer's webcam to scan the house for any sign of Grinko. Nash is listening to music at the moment, so the scan catches him in the middle of a song - "Short

Fuse" by Sub Focus. Grinko returns from the shower and is spotted by Nash's scan as well. Grinko warns Nash that Agent Fisher has found him and Nash orders Fisher to be killed. Sam takes charge and goes for a frontal attack, managing to
overwhelm Grinko's security and killing the traitorous agent. Agent Haley arrives at the same time as Agent Fisher, and she rushes to the wounded Grinko's side. Grinko is still alive, and manages to reveal where the Hellfire is stored. Agent Haley

goes to retrieve it, while Fisher goes after the Hellfire himself.
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Fisher must travel to the desolate and haunted Rakesh Patel Ranch in South Dakota in order to stop the A3A troopers from coming back and taking control of the laser. Sam must destroy the defense grid in order to stop the A3A Troopers from
reaching the laser, while avoiding the violent inhabitants. Sam Fisher must stop the laser from being delivered to the Republic of Georgia. Not only is Nikoladze desperate to secure The Ark, he has the support of the Republic of Georgia. If the

weapon is delivered, a war is inevitable, thus something must be done to prevent this. This mission takes place on the PCH of San Clemente, California. Sapper is a middle-aged rich man who enjoys using Fisher for his own personal pleasure. Sapper
explains to Sam that someone, or something, has made a small, but powerful laser device that is unaccounted for. There is a high possibility that he has fallen to the Soviet Union or the Russians. Up here, I built the computers that were used to

operate all of my robots, including the microwave relay, which was built by Fisher. The reactors are now run by the NSA, and have again been modified to serve as particle accelerators - so that they can be used to produce fusion. In the meantime,
my parish has a grand total of exactly 0 people, save for two men armed with weapons. One of these men, Nikoladze, has been captured, and imprisoned by Grinko. But the NSA and Fisher are looking into a very strange business, because one of the

components of Fisher's microwave relay is a plutonium barrel; and whatever theyre looking for in Russia, its a neutron source. 5ec8ef588b
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